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New building Drehmo WendenSpecial 

STEIGT  3,7%

Option
Erweiterung
Montagehalle

Tiefhof

Location Wenden, Germany  Function Production & Office facility  Site area 14,570m²  Bldg. area 5,370m²  
Total floor area 7,500m²  Stories 3FL  Structure Reinforced concrete, Steel  
Finish Exposed concrete, Aluminium expanded metal, Polycarbonate multiwall sheets, Aluminium transom system(ext.),
Exposed concrete, Aluminium transom system, Gypsum plasterboard walls, Wood parquet, Stoneware tiles, 
Carept(int.)  Client Drehmo GmbH  Photographer Ester Havlova, Walter Fogel

wurm + wurm architekten·ingenieure·GmbH
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New building Drehmo WendenSpecial 

Northeast elevation

Southwest view(night)

Overall view

Exterior(night)

East elevation

In Wenden, the southernmost town of the german region of Sauerland electrome-

chanical actuators for water management, the power plant sector and the oil and 

gas industry are manufactured.

The special cut of the new building of the Drehmo GmbH is owed the topographi-

cal situation in this region. The moving landscape caused the terracing of the land-

scape and produces irregularly shaped lot. The unusual floor plan, generated by this 

contour, and the hillside situation with a view over the valley determine the charac-

ter and exceptional styling.

The basic arrangement consists of the assembly hall with the affiliated areas of the 

loading bay and an automatic shelf storage. The two-story administrative wing sit-

uated in front of the assembly hall forms with this an entrance situation. The base-

ment accommodates staff rooms and the canteen, which is naturally lit via a court-

yard  and expands into this free area with glazing from floor to ceiling.

The roof with an oversized, band-like Attica spans the entire complex. This band is 

different in height, as it flows to the building around. The homogeneous materiality 

of the attic, roof soffits, columns and parts of the wall covering, using lighter alumi-

num expanded metal panels, the corporeal of construction is emphasized. Con-

structively effective struts inclined tension between the individual levels or to 

ground, forming a kind of contemporary framework, it acts like a muscle, support-

ing and shaping at the same time. A bright expanded metal, even in details pro-

cessed accurately, draws sharp the contours and ridges.

Inside contrast light wooden floors with large exposed concrete surfaces. Spacious 

air spaces and the two-story atrium enable always new, surprising perspectives. 

Slanted concrete columns, already nested in itself, create dynamic images in the 

overlay.
East view(night)
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New building Drehmo WendenSpecial 

East elevation

Southwest elevation

  Exerior  East view

Exterior detail
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New building Drehmo WendenSpecial 

  Lobby   Stairs from the lobby

Air spaceTerrace

View towards canteenHalation with terrace
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Section

Exterior(night)

1. Office
2. Conference room
3. Canteen
4. Changing room
5. Production area
6. High bay racking
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New building Drehmo WendenSpecial 

Second floor plan

Basement first floor plan First floor plan

 Kitchen

Interior   Office

1. Canteen
2. Changing room
3. Halation with terrace
4. Production area
5. High bay racking
6. Loading area
7. Lobby
8. Office
9. Conference room
10. Halation
11. Air space
12. Administration
13. Technique
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